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Foreword
When Hank Murray came to me and said the Central Valley Terminal Railroad was celebrating
its fortieth anniversary and would I like to do an article on it in the newsletter, I jumped at the chance.
I mean how many model railroads celebrate 40 years, the QSME club just celebrated 35 years and
that’s a lot.
The deal got even better when Hank said he would write most everything needed and had a lot
of pictures all we needed were some pictures of the layouts original owner, Don Meyer. That I could
supply.
Before we get into the story there are a couple of things I want to say about Don. He was
among the wonderful people I’ve grown to know in this town. He was a marvelous architect in the firm
of Meyer & Peters architects. A lot of buildings in this city and adjacent towns are the result of the
firm’s efforts. He had a marvelously organized mind and that blended so well with everything else he
did. He was an excellent musician, a member of the Quincy Municipal Band; he served in a number
of civic organizations and projects for the city. His orderly mind was a fantastic aid in his hobby.
I was present the day he was forced to give up the hobby in his home (Hank will exp lain) and
he wanted me to have a number of items he would no longer be able to use. Each item was tagged
with what it was, the manufacturer, when he bought it, and even how much he paid for it. Don told me
that if he liked something he wanted to know how to get another one.
Don was one of the nicest
people I ever knew. He was great addition to our club and to the hobby. We all miss him and I for one
am extremely glad his model railroad is still going strong in the hands of someone who will keep it
rolling a nd cherish it.
From here on Hank takes over telling the story.
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November 26, 2009 marked the 40th anniversary of the HO gauge Central Valley Terminal Railway
(CVT). Here’s a look at the history of this long enduring layout.
Before 1993

2055 Maine St. Don Meyer’s Home where CVT began
Don Meyer became a model railroader and train enthusiast at an early age. Some of his scratch built
cars from as early as 1946 (when Don was 20) are still in service on the CVT. By the mid-1960’s Don had
married (Betty), entered a profession (Architect and Engineer), had a family (2 kids), and bought a house (2055
Maine St.). And the house had a most important feature---A BASEMENT! Seizing the opportunity, Don
designed and began the construction of the CVT. Like all model railroading projects, it proceeded slowly, as it
had to be worked in among the other priorities in his life—family, profession, church, and, oh yes, the trumpet.
Finally, on November 26, 1969, a train was able to operate around the main loop. The CVT had arrived!

The site of 2 Golden Spikes. The first Nov. 26th 1969. The 2 nd on April 4 th 1993.
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1969-March, 1993
Of course, that was just the beginning. Having a train run around a track is a start. But then there was
the need for yard, sidings, turntable, engine facility, coal mine, scenery, station, and additional rolling stock and
motive power. By the late-1980’s it was fairly well “built out” and Don had added an additional engine facility
and yard (to accommodate the additional rolling stock and motive power that Don, like every model railroader,
had acquired substantially in excess of layout operational needs). Although supposedly representing a terminal
railroad in a mythical Central Valley between mountains, the layout and equipment had a very strong CB&Q
flavor to it.
In 1992, Don had a life threatening aortal aneurysm. He survived and all was well until he suffered a
series of strokes that left him largely paralyzed on his right side. While able to continue living at home with
assistance, it was finally decided that Don would move into Sunset Nursing Home. The house would, of
course, be sold. Would that be the end of the CVT?
Relationships:
Don Meyer: In the early 1970’s Don had been one of the early (membership #26) members of the
Quincy Society of Model Engineers (QSME) (a group of rail fans and HO model railroaders). Don’s
involvement in the group slowly dropped off due the other demands on his time. However, following the death
of his wife in the late 1980’s, some of his friends persuaded him to become re-involved. By the early 1990’s
Don was very active in the QSME. One of his great modeling loves was Circus trains. Much of Don’s circus
Train models are now in the custody of Terry Wensing and have been preserved.
Hank Murray: A Lionel tinplate “modeler” and rail fan as a child and youth, Hank moved to Quincy with
his family in 1976 as the Executive Director of what is now Transitions. Just before leaving the Chicago area
for Quincy, Hank had shifted his focus to HO. He and his son, Phil, build a 9 x 5 HO table layout in their
basement. In the late 1980’s, Hank (and Phil) became involved in QSME. By that time, Don and Hank were
already friends through mutual civic involvements and through Don’s involvement as architect in the various
HUD projects for the mentally disabled that Hank was implementing. In 1990, Hank and his family moved to
3103 St. Anthony Road. Yes, the house had a basement, but that didn’t matter. It also came with a 49’ x 29’
out building with no internal walls or dividers! Very quickly dreams of an approximately 14’ x 33’ train room and
a 16’ x 15’ workshop began to dance in Hank’s head. However, like Don earlier, he was busy, and by March,
1993, there were only some chalk lines on the floor and a partially reassembled 9’ x 5’ HO train table standing
forlornly in the middle of the “train room”.
The Relocation:
In late March, Hank was working in the QSME train room one evening when fellow member, George
Effrein, said “We missed you at Don’s Saturday.” Hank: “What for?” George: “Don’s moving into a nursing
home and he was dividing up his train stuff. We got everything given away except his layout.” As George said
those last words, Hank’s eyes got wider. Within 5 minutes, Hank was on the phone with Don and the layout
was headed for a new home.
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Left- New Home of the
CVT.
Of course, it
wasn’t simple. First, the
time frame to relocate
the layout was short –
the house had been
sold and the new
owners
took
possession April 1st.
Second, the layout
(Generally “L” shaped –
13’-9” x 12’-11” with
each side of the “L” 6’
wide and the control panel angled across the inside corner of the “L”) had been built in place in the
basement and had not been designed for relocation. Fortunately, Don had used open bench work
type of construction and had built it in sections. George took charge of the relocation project and was
able to separate the layout into the bench work components which Don had bolted together. He was
able to do this with minimal damage to track/turnouts, but there were lots of jig saw cuts through the
scenery which was otherwise intact. The wiring was double marked at each joint and cut. The legs
were also bolted on and were marked and removed. Renting a truck and with help from son Phil and
a friend of Phil’s, on March 30th the layout was moved to its new home, but not without a close call.
The only feasible exit path for the layout from the basement was through the cellar door. All the
sections fit nicely until the section with the really big mountain. With careful manipulation, it cleared by
no more than 1/8 th inch.

The original CVT layout as moved into the new home at Hanks
George also took charge of the re-assembly of the layout. With Hank’s help, it was back
together, up on it’s legs with some wiring reconnected and an engine actually able to operate all the
way around on April 4, 1993. There was still a lot to be done (some rough track work over the “cuts”,
leveling the layout, repairing minor scenery damage, and covering up the “cuts”), but the CVT was
alive and in its new home.
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As an interesting side note, Don was QSME member #26. When they joined QSME in the late
1980’s, Hank was given #25 and Phil #27.
Construction:
Now that the layout was back together and sort of operational, it was time to start to build the
room around the layout. At this point it was clear that it was very fortunate that there were “only some
chalk lines” instead of walls, because the layout would not have fit inside those “chalk walls”. The
portion of the train room housing the relocated CVT would need to be built almost 2 feet wider than
originally planned. There was also another issue: the layout when positioned where it would best fit
was almost touching two of the columns supporting the roof. Fortunately the two corners could be
trimmed back without affecting any of the track.
Left: One of the corners which
had to be trimmed to get the
layout in the building without
hitting the roof support.
Placing the 2 x 14 beams
in place over the layout was
accomplished without incident.
Insulation in the walls and ceiling
and the application of paneling
completed the construction. Heat
and windows were added later.

Completion:
Once the room was built, the focus turned to completing the relocation of the layout The
“leveling” of the layout was accomplished over several months by “successive approximation” after
carriage bolts and “T” nuts were installed in all the legs. There was good progress on track work,
scenery repair, and wiring completion. The scenery “scars” were another matter. Filling them in with
drywall compound was fairly easy and straight forward. Blending the new paint in with the existing
scenery was another matter. After much hesitation and several efforts, the scars were “blended in”
and the layout was fully restored.
Don and The Meyer Family:
During his time in the nursing home, Don was able to continue to be active with both the CVT
and QSME. The drive in garage door in the Train Shed building enabled Don to literally roll right in to
visit and operate the CVT, which he did on many occasions. Don’s grandchildren (who lived out of
town) were also able to visit and operate the CVT during several visits. At the QSME, a desk top
height yard area was adapted, and Don acted regularly as the Ashtabula Water Front Yard
yardmaster. Don died in January, 2007.
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Above: Don and young friend at Ashtabula Docks

Don built these apartments for the club layout.

Modifications:
Visually, today the original CVT layout
looks pretty much the same as it did in Don’s
basement. The most visible (and substantial
change) is the addition of the buildings along the
far yard track (making it into an industrial area)
and the car repair shop at the end of the next two
tracks. Other visual changes are: (1) the reworking of the access area in back of the yard
into an abandoned quarry (this was done to
make the access bigger so Hank could turn
around in it – Don was slim/slender – Hank is
6’5” 220#!), (2) the addition of “light poles” to
mark un-couplers in the yard, and (3) a few very
minor repairs or adjustments to existing scenery.
The only change to the original track work was
the addition of crossover allowing continuous,
independent, simultaneous operation of two
trains.Above; Hidden Lake an access area
Above; Scenicked area on the new
expansion
Overtime, the control panel was replaced and relocated. This was a result of the process of upgrading
the power supply, replacing most snap switches with tortoise switch machines, power routing all
turnouts, and replacing the choke controls for the yard switches with tortoise switch machines.
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In terms of motive power and rolling stock, the layout has changed from the 1940-60’s look of Don’s
equipment to a mixture of all eras (Phil likes contemporary. Hank likes transition era.). This has given
rise to the CVT’s slogan “At the Crossroads of Time and Space”. Operations are done using a car
card system.

New
tra

Clockwise from top left: Engine facility.
New expansion area staging yard. Dual
track bridge on the expansion.

Left: Completed
scene on the
newly expanded
portion of the
layout.
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Expansion:
Since the original CVT layout filled a little less than half of the space available in the Train Room, it
was time to expand. The mainline loop was extended 24 feet down the East wall adding 0.98 scale
mile to the mainline loop, increasing its total length to 2.35 miles. It also added 2 passing sidings, 2
bridges and a large 8 track staging yard along with two potential industrial areas and the beginning of
a branch line. The “Golden Spike” for this expansion was July 20, 2005. The expansion was built in
three de-mountable sections should relocation be required.

Above: July 20, 2005 Gold
Spike Above: If you don’t know what a Haggis is, look it up.

General view of the expansion area on the Central Valley Terminal
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Above; Long single track leads over yard to expansion area. Below left: soon to become a Quarry. Below Right
new Saw Mill on expansion.

Future?
For the immediate future the focus will be on “building out” the scenery, sidings, and structures on the
expansion. Further down the line there is the possible extension of the branch line around to the
modeling work area.
After thoughts by editor:
How many of us would wish that some future day when we can no longer be able to continue
working on our layout, someone like Hank would come along and continue our efforts. Although I
doubt anyone would have wanted mine when I moved to the country. I have to hand it to Hank for
under taking the task of keeping a layout going and of course to George for the work he put in
spending many hours under Don’s layout deciding where to make the cuts. Great job guys!! As I
always say - Model Railroading Is Fun !!

